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White Stag
Our heroes are back . . . kind of. From the bestselling co-authors of the Illuminae Files comes
the second book in the epic Aurora Cycle series about a squad of misfits, losers, and discipline
cases who just might be the galaxy's best hope for survival. First, the bad news: an ancient
evil--you know, your standard consume-all-life-in-the-galaxy deal--is about to be unleashed.
The good news? Squad 312 is standing by to save the day. They've just got to take care of a
few small distractions first. Like the clan of gremps who'd like to rearrange their favorite faces.
And the cadre of illegit GIA agents with creepy flowers where their eyes used to be, who'll stop
at nothing to get their hands on Auri. Then there's Kal's long-lost sister, who's not exactly
happy to see her baby brother, and has a Syldrathi army at her back. With half the known
galaxy on their tails, Squad 312 has never felt so wanted. When they learn the Hadfield has
been found, it's time to come out of hiding. Two centuries ago, the colony ship vanished,
leaving Auri as its sole survivor. Now, its black box might be what saves them. But time is
short, and if Auri can't learn to master her powers as a Trigger, the squad and all their admirers
are going to be deader than the Great Ultrasaur of Abraaxis IV. Shocking revelations, bank
heists, mysterious gifts, inappropriately tight bodysuits, and an epic firefight will determine the
fate of the Aurora Legion's most unforgettable heroes--and maybe the rest of the galaxy as
well.

The Dreadful Tale of Prosper Redding
In the third book in the Rosewood Chronicles return to a world that effortlessly combines the
charm of The Princess Diaries and the immersive magic of Harry Potter. Ellie is a rebellious
princess hiding her real identity. Lottie is her Portman, acting as the princess for the public to
shield Ellie from scrutiny. Jamie is Ellie's Partizan, a lifelong bodyguard sworn to protect the
princess at any cost. Together they are attempting to stay safe from Leviathan, a group
determined to take the princess for unknown reasons. When Leviathan force them to travel to
their beloved Rosewood Hall's sister school in Japan, the threesome find that nowhere is
beyond Leviathan's long reach. The only solace they find is a secret band of students called
Banshee who are fighting against the evil organisation's hold. But when long-buried secrets are
uncovered, the lives of Lottie, Ellie and Jamie will never be the same again

Endsinger
A conclusion to the Japanese dystopian steampunk series that began with Stormdancer finds
Yukiko and Buruu taking leadership of the rebellion when the Lotus Guild unleashes a
mechanical goliath and a new enemy joins the war. Map(s).
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Vicious
The epic conclusion to the internationally bestselling Nevernight Chronicle from New York
Times bestselling author Jay Kristoff. The greatest games in Godsgrave’s history have ended
with the most audacious murders in the history of the Itreyan Republic. Mia Corvere, gladiatii,
escaped slave and infamous assassin, is on the run. Pursued by Blades of the Red Church
and soldiers of the Luminatii legion, she may never escape the City of Bridges and Bones
alive. Her mentor Mercurio is now in the clutches of her enemies. Her own family wishes her
dead. And her nemesis, Consul Julius Scaeva, stands but a breath from total dominance over
the Republic. But beneath the city, a dark secret awaits. Together with her lover Ashlinn,
brother Jonnen and a mysterious benefactor returned from beyond the veil of death, she must
undertake a perilous journey across the Republic, seeking the final answer to the riddle of her
life. Truedark approaches. Night is falling on the Republic for perhaps the final time. Can Mia
survive in a world where even daylight must die? New York Times and internationally
bestselling author Jay Kristoff’s writing has been praised by critics and readers alike and has
won many awards, including four Aurealis Awards, an ABIA, and David Gemmell Morningstar
and Legend awards.

The Archive of the Forgotten
In this follow-up to the highly successful Kill Zone, former Marine sniper Kyle Swanson faces
his most deadly enemy yet, a legendary enemy sniper working with a fringe Islamic
organization that has created a terrifying new weapon of mass destruction In Baghdad's Green
Zone, an Iraqi scientist is murdered just before he is to reveal the monstrous secret that
Saddam Hussein took to his grave: the Palace of Death, home to a chemical weapon that
Islamic militants quietly have been developing and whose formula is nearly complete. The
assassination is the work of a mysterious sniper called Juba, who was originally trained by the
British but now works with a twisted mastermind determined to wrest leadership of the terrorist
world from Al Qaeda. Kyle Swanson, once the top sniper in the Marine Corps, has become the
key member in a secret special operations team known as Task Force Trident. When Juba
tests the new weapon by killing hundreds of people at a British royal wedding in London,
Swanson is assigned to hunt down his old special ops rival. The birth of a new reign of global
terror can be stopped only by a confrontation between the two best snipers in the world, a duel
in which the first shot wins. Usually.

Lifel1k3 (Lifelike)
In the wake of a climactic battle in the ruined city of Babel, two former best friends suddenly
find themselves on opposite sides of the same quest in the second installment of the LIFEL1K3
trilogy by the bestselling coauthor of The Illuminae Files.

We Free the Stars
The first in an epic new fantasy series, introducing an unforgettable new heroine and a
stunningly original dystopian steampunk world with a flavor of feudal Japan. A DYING LAND
The Shima Imperium verges on the brink of environmental collapse; an island nation once rich
in tradition and myth, now decimated by clockwork industrialization and the machineworshipers of the Lotus Guild. The skies are red as blood, the land is choked with toxic
pollution, and the great spirit animals that once roamed its wilds have departed forever. AN
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IMPOSSIBLE QUEST The hunters of Shima's imperial court are charged by their Shogun to
capture a thunder tiger – a legendary creature, half-eagle, half-tiger. But any fool knows the
beasts have been extinct for more than a century, and the price of failing the Shogun is death.
A HIDDEN GIFT Yukiko is a child of the Fox clan, possessed of a talent that if discovered,
would see her executed by the Lotus Guild. Accompanying her father on the Shogun's hunt,
she finds herself stranded: a young woman alone in Shima's last wilderness, with only a
furious, crippled thunder tiger for company. Even though she can hear his thoughts, even
though she saved his life, all she knows for certain is he'd rather see her dead than help her.
But together, the pair will form an indomitable friendship, and rise to challenge the might of an
empire.

We Speak in Storms
An original eNovella set in the world of the Lotus War before the events of Stormdancer Your
blood-red skies are filled with smoke. Your bleach-white histories with lies. You walk sleeping.
Wake senseless. Breathing deep of toxic blooms and forgetting all that has gone before. But I
remember. I remember when two brothers waged bloody war over the right to sit in their
father's empty chair. I remember when orphaned twins faced each other across a field of
crimson and steel, the fate of the Shima Shogunate hanging in the poisoned sky between
them. I remember when a blind boy stood before a court of storms and talons, armed only with
a thin sword and a muttered prophecy and a desperate dream of saving the world. I remember
when the skies above Shima were not red, but blue. Filled with thunder tigers. I remember
when they left you. And I remember why. Let me tell you, monkey-child.

Shorefall
From the New York Times bestselling author of Think Twice and Look Again comes an
emotionally powerful novel about a split-second choice, agonizing consequences, and the
need for justice Rose McKenna volunteers as a lunch mom in her daughter Melly's school in
order to keep an eye on Amanda, a mean girl who's been bullying her daughter. Her fears
come true when the bullying begins, sending Melly to the bathroom in tears. Just as Rose is
about to follow after her daughter, a massive explosion goes off in the kitchen, sending the
room into chaos. Rose finds herself faced with the horrifying decision of whether or not to run
to the bathroom to rescue her daughter or usher Amanda to safety. She believes she has
accomplished both, only to discover that Amanda, for an unknown reason, ran back into the
school once out of Rose's sight. In an instance, Rose goes from hero to villain as the small
community blames Amanda's injuries on her. In the days that follow, Rose's life starts to fall to
pieces, Amanda's mother decides to sue, her marriage is put to the test, and worse, when her
daughter returns to school, the bullying only intensifies. Rose must take matters into her own
hands and get down to the truth of what really happened that fateful day in order to save
herself, her marriage and her family. In the way that Look Again had readers questioning
everything they thought they knew about family, Save Me will have readers wondering just how
far they would go to save the ones they love. Lisa Scottoline is writing about real issues that
resonate with real women, and the results are emotional, heartbreaking and honest.

Kingsbane
Rin’s story continues in this acclaimed sequel to The Poppy War—an epic fantasy combining
the history of twentieth-century China with a gripping world of gods and monsters. The war is
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over. The war has just begun. Three times throughout its history, Nikan has fought for its
survival in the bloody Poppy Wars. Though the third battle has just ended, shaman and warrior
Rin cannot forget the atrocity she committed to save her people. Now she is on the run from
her guilt, the opium addiction that holds her like a vice, and the murderous commands of the
fiery Phoenix—the vengeful god who has blessed Rin with her fearsome power. Though she
does not want to live, she refuses to die until she avenges the traitorous Empress who
betrayed Rin’s homeland to its enemies. Her only hope is to join forces with the powerful
Dragon Warlord, who plots to conquer Nikan, unseat the Empress, and create a new republic.
But neither the Empress nor the Dragon Warlord are what they seem. The more Rin witnesses,
the more she fears her love for Nikan will force her to use the Phoenix’s deadly power once
more. Because there is nothing Rin won’t sacrifice to save her country . . . and exact her
vengeance.

Kinslayer
A New York Times Bestseller Brace yourself for GEMINA—the highly anticipated sequel to the
book critics called “out-of-this-world awesome”—featuring journal illustrations by bestselling
author Marie Lu! Moving to a space station at the edge of the galaxy was always going to be
the death of Hanna’s social life. Nobody said it might actually get her killed. The sci-fi saga that
began with the breakout bestseller Illuminae continues on board the Jump Station Heimdall,
where two new characters will confront the next wave of the BeiTech assault. Hanna is the
station captain’s pampered daughter; Nik the reluctant member of a notorious crime family. But
while the pair are struggling with the realities of life aboard the galaxy's most boring space
station, little do they know that Kady Grant and the Hypatia are headed right toward Heimdall,
carrying news of the Kerenza invasion. When an elite BeiTech strike team invades the station,
Hanna and Nik are thrown together to defend their home. But alien predators are picking off
the station residents one by one, and a malfunction in the station's wormhole means the spacetime continuum might be ripped in two before dinner. Soon Hanna and Nik aren’t just fighting
for their own survival; the fate of everyone on the Hypatia—and possibly the known
universe—is in their hands. But relax. They've totally got this. They hope. Once again told
through a compelling dossier of emails, IMs, classified files, transcripts, and schematics,
Gemina raises the stakes of the Illuminae Files, hurling readers into an enthralling new story
that will leave them breathless. Praise for Illuminae: A New York Times Bestseller A PW
Bestseller “Out-of-this-world awesome.” —Kirkus Reviews, Starred “Stylistically mesmerizing.”
—Publishers Weekly, Starred “An arresting visual experience.” —Booklist, Starred “A gamechanger.” —Shelf Awareness, Starred

Nevernight
A masterful tale of ambition, jealousy, desire, and superpowers. Victor and Eli started out as
college roommates—brilliant, arrogant, lonely boys who recognized the same sharpness and
ambition in each other. In their senior year, a shared research interest in adrenaline, neardeath experiences, and seemingly supernatural events reveals an intriguing possibility: that
under the right conditions, someone could develop extraordinary abilities. But when their thesis
moves from the academic to the experimental, things go horribly wrong. Ten years later, Victor
breaks out of prison, determined to catch up to his old friend (now foe), aided by a young girl
whose reserved nature obscures a stunning ability. Meanwhile, Eli is on a mission to eradicate
every other super-powered person that he can find—aside from his sidekick, an enigmatic
woman with an unbreakable will. Armed with terrible power on both sides, driven by the
memory of betrayal and loss, the archnemeses have set a course for revenge—but who will be
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left alive at the end? In Vicious, V. E. Schwab brings to life a gritty comic-book-style world in
vivid prose: a world where gaining superpowers doesn't automatically lead to heroism, and a
time when allegiances are called into question. "A dynamic and original twist on what it means
to be a hero and a villain. A killer from page onehighly recommended!" —Jonathan Maberry,
New York Times bestselling author of Marvel Universe vs The Avengers and Patient Zero One
of Publishers Weekly's Best Fantasy Books of 2013 At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Lightbringer
The second book in the Sands of Arawiya duology by the masterful Hafsah Faizal—the followup to the smash New York Times bestselling novel We Hunt the Flame. Darkness surged in his
veins. Power bled from her bones. The battle on Sharr is over. The Arz has fallen. Altair may
be captive, but Zafira, Nasir, and Kifah are bound for Sultan’s Keep, determined to finish the
plan Altair set in motion: restoring the hearts of the Sisters of Old to the minarets of each
caliphate, finally bringing magic to all of Arawiya. But they are low on resources and allies
alike, and the kingdom teems with fear of the Lion of the Night’s return. As the zumra plots to
overthrow Arawiya’s darkest threat, Nasir fights to command the magic in his blood. He must
learn to hone his power, to wield it against not only the Lion but his father as well, trapped
under the Lion’s control. Zafira battles a very different darkness festering in her through her
bond with the Jawarat—it hums with voices, pushing her to the brink of sanity and to the edge
of a chaos she dares not unleash. In spite of everything, Zafira and Nasir find themselves
falling into a love they can’t stand to lose . . . But time is running out, and if order is to be
restored, drastic sacrifices will have to be made. Lush and striking, hopeful and devastating,
We Free the Stars is the masterful conclusion to the Sands of Arawiya duology by New York
Times–bestselling author Hafsah Faizal.

Stormdancer
Orphan Black meets Lord of the Flies in this riveting new thriller from the co-author of the Virals
series. It's been happening since Min was eight. Every two years, on her birthday, a strange
man finds her and murders her in cold blood. But hours later, she wakes up in a clearing just
outside her tiny Idaho hometown—alone, unhurt, and with all evidence of the horrifying crime
erased. Across the valley, Noah just wants to be like everyone else. But he’s not. Nightmares
of murder and death plague him, though he does his best to hide the signs. But when the world
around him begins to spiral toward panic and destruction, Noah discovers that people have
been lying to him his whole life. Everything changes in an eye blink. For the planet has a
bigger problem. The Anvil, an enormous asteroid threatening all life on Earth, leaves little room
for two troubled teens. Yet on her sixteenth birthday, as she cowers in her bedroom, hoping
not to die for the fifth time, Min has had enough. She vows to discover what is happening in
Fire Lake and uncovers a lifetime of lies: a vast conspiracy involving the sixty-four students of
her sophomore class, one that may be even more sinister than the murders. From the
Hardcover edition.

Time to Kill
*NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER* *2018 GOOD READS CHOICE AWARD WINNER FOR
BEST SCIENCE FICTION CATEGORY* A super-powered collision of extraordinary minds and
vengeful intentions—#1 New York Times bestselling author V. E. Schwab returns with the
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thrilling follow-up to Vicious. Magneto and Professor X. Superman and Lex Luthor. Victor Vale
and Eli Ever. Sydney and Serena Clarke. Great partnerships, now soured on the vine. But
Marcella Riggins needs no one. Flush from her brush with death, she’s finally gained the
control she’s always sought—and will use her new-found power to bring the city of Merit to its
knees. She’ll do whatever it takes, collecting her own sidekicks, and leveraging the two most
infamous EOs, Victor Vale and Eli Ever, against each other. With Marcella's rise, new enmities
create opportunity--and the stage of Merit City will once again be set for a final, terrible
reckoning. Entertainment Weekly's 27 Female Authors Who Rule Sci-Fi and Fantasy Right
Now “Readers won't be able to put down this dark and riveting tale of power and
revenge.”—Kirkus Reviews, starred Praise for Vicious “Schwab's characters feel vital and real,
never reduced to simple archetypesIn a genre that tends toward the flippant or pretentious, this
is a rare superhero novel as epic and gripping as any classic comic. Schwab's tale of betrayal,
self-hatred, and survival will resonate with superhero fans as well as readers who have never
heard of Charles Xavier or Victor von Doom.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) "V. E.
Schwab's Vicious is the superhero novel I've been waiting for: fresh, merciless, and yes,
vicious. Wow."—Mira Grant, New York Times bestselling author of Blackout Villians #1 Vicious
#2 Vengeful "Warm Up" (short story) At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Where the Woods End
As a magical revolution remakes a city, an ancient evil is awakened in a brilliant new novel
from the Hugo-nominated author of Foundryside and the Divine Cities trilogy. A few years ago,
Sancia Grado would’ve happily watched Tevanne burn. Now, she’s hoping to transform her city
into something new. Something better. Together with allies Orso, Gregor, and Berenice, she’s
about to strike a deadly blow against Tevanne’s cruel robber-baron rulers and wrest power
from their hands for the first time in decades. But then comes a terrifying warning: Crasedes
Magnus himself, the first of the legendary hierophants, is about to be reborn. And if he returns,
Tevanne will be just the first place to feel his wrath. Thousands of years ago, Crasedes was an
ordinary man who did the impossible: Using the magic of scriving—the art of imbuing objects
with sentience—he convinced reality that he was something more than human. Wielding
powers beyond comprehension, he strode the world like a god for centuries, meting out justice
and razing empires single-handedly, cleansing the world through fire and destruction—and
even defeating death itself. Like it or not, it’s up to Sancia to stop him. But to have a chance in
the battle to come, she’ll have to call upon a god of her own—and unlock the door to a scriving
technology that could change what it means to be human. And no matter who wins, nothing will
ever be the same. The awe-inspiring second installment of the Founders Trilogy, Shorefall
returns us to the world Robert Jackson Bennett created in his acclaimed Foundryside . . . and
forges it anew.

Restless Slumber
When a tornado strikes fifty years after another killed many teens in tiny Mercer, Illinois, some
of the dead unite with misfits Brenna, Joshua, and Callie to seek peace.

TRUEL1F3 (Truelife)
In a forest filled with treacherous beasts, the thing to be most afraid of is closer than you think
in this middle grade horror fantasy. Kestrel, a young huntress, lives in a seemingly endless
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forest crawling with dangerous beasts. But the most dangerous beasts of all are the
Grabbers--beings that are born when you are and stalk you throughout your life, waiting for the
perfect moment to snatch and eat you. No one has ever defeated their Grabber once attacked,
and those that die from accidents or other creatures are considered "lucky." Kestrel has been
tasked by her mother, a powerful and controlling spell-caster, to hunt down the Grabbers in an
effort to protect their village in the forest. Accompanied by Pippit, a hilariously bloodthirsty
weasel, she hones her skills as she searches for a way out of the forest--and away from the
judgmental villagers who despise her. But her own Grabber is creeping ever closer, and
nothing in this forest is what it seemsincluding her mother's true motivations.

The Scorpion & The Sea
Ancient Greece: A place where the gods hold mortal life cheap, mere playthings to amuse,
delight, and abuse at their will. But those puny mortals are not wholly devoid of power and at
the core of their fabulous city-states lies the Labyrinth, where they can shape the powers of the
heavens to their own design. When Theseus entered the Labyrinth and came away with the
prize of freedom and his beloved Adrianne, Mistress of the Labyrinth, his future seemed
assured Until he abandoned her for the unforgivable sin of bearing him only a daughter, and
the world seemed to change. From that day forward, all the Labyrinths in the ancient world
started to decay. It slowly became clear that power was fading from the city-states. Was it the
natural decline that comes to all cultures or was it because the power of the Labyrinth had
been corrupted by a woman spurned? A hundred years pass--Troy has fallen and the Trojans
are a scattered and humbled people. The warrior Brutus is of the line of kings and gods. He
wears the golden kingship bands of Troy proudly--but they are his only mementos of a former
glory, for he is a man without a country and is left little else but pride and a memory of the
latent power that he could wield if but given a chance. When he receives a god-sent vision of a
distant shore where he can rebuild the ancient kingdom, he will move heaven and earth to
reach his destiny. Ever eastward he is drawn, to a lovely and mystical green land that offers
him a haven--and a dream of power and conquest. Nothing will deter him not even the
entreaties of the young princess whom he took as his wife and bedded against her will. First
her hatred--and now her love--torment and bind him. She is the only one who realizes the
danger he is stepping into, and she will do anything to save him and his son, whom she carries
in her womb. For in the mists of Albion there lies a woman of power--a woman who has used
her siren call to cloud Brutus's mind and has her own reasons for luring the warrior to these
lush shores. She is the long-descended granddaughter of Adrianne, and she has in her heart a
hatred that has been passed down for generations. Her plans for Brutus will enact a revenge
that could destroy the gods themselves. s20If Brutus makes the journey successfully, it will be
the next step in the Game of the Labyrinth and might start a complicated contest of wills that
could span centuries. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.

Hades' Daughter
"In a world where the suns almost never set, a woman gains entry to a school of infamous
assassins, seeking vengeance against the powers that destroyed her family. Daughter of an
executed traitor, Mia Corvere is barely able to escape her father's failed rebellion with her life.
Alone and friendless, she wanders a city built from the bones of a dead god, hunted by the
Senate and its thugs. But her gift for speaking with the shadows leads her to the hearth of a
retired killer, and a future she never imagined. Now, Mia is apprenticed to the deadliest flock of
assassins in the entire Republic-the Red Church. Deadly trials await her within the Church's
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halls: blades and poisons, treachery and death. If she survives to initiation, she'll be inducted
among the chosen of the Lady of Blessed Murder, and be one step closer to the only thing she
desires. Revenge. Nevernight will come on the heels of Kristoff's latest YA book, a
collaboration with Amie Kaufman from Knopf Books for Young Readers, Illuminae. Knopf is
planning a major publicity blitz and featuring Illuminae as its lead title for Fall, on sale October
20th. The marketing and publicity campaign include a multi-city USA tour in the fall, major
outreach at consumer and industry events, a national paid advertising campaign, and
extensive publicity outreach"--

The Planet Thieves
In the second installment of this richly imagined fantasy adventure series, a new threat from
within the Library could destroy those who depend upon it the most. The Library of the
Unwritten in Hell was saved from total devastation, but hundreds of potential books were
destroyed. Former librarian Claire and Brevity the muse feel the loss of those stories, and are
trying to adjust to their new roles within the Arcane Wing and Library, respectively. But when
the remains of those books begin to leak a strange ink, Claire realizes that the Library has kept
secrets from Hell--and from its own librarians. Claire and Brevity are immediately at odds in
their approach to the ink, and the potential power that it represents has not gone unnoticed.
When a representative from the Muses Corps arrives at the Library to advise Brevity, the angel
Rami and the erstwhile Hero hunt for answers in other realms. The true nature of the ink could
fundamentally alter the afterlife for good or ill, but it entirely depends on who is left to hold the
pen.

Aurora Burning
Kinslayer is Book Two in Jay Kristoff's critically acclaimed Lotus War series that began with
Stormdancer, featuring an unforgettable heroine and a stunningly original Japanese dystopian
steampunk world A SHATTERED EMPIRE The mad Shogun Yoritomo has been assassinated
by the Stormdancer Yukiko, and the threat of civil war looms over the Shima Imperium. The
toxic blood lotus flower continues to ravage the land, the deadlands splitting wider by the day.
The machine-worshippers of the Lotus Guild conspire to renew the nation's broken dynasty
and crush the growing rebellion simultaneously - by endorsing a new Shogun who desires
nothing more than to see Yukiko dead. A DARK LEGACY Yukiko and the mighty thunder tiger
Buruu have been cast in the role of heroes by the Kagé rebellion. But Yukiko herself is blinded
by rage over her father's death, and her ability to hear the thoughts of beasts is swelling
beyond her power to control. Along with Buruu, Yukiko's anchor is Kin, the rebel Guildsman
who helped her escape from Yoritomo's clutches. But Kin has his own secrets, and is haunted
by visions of a future he'd rather die than see realized. A GATHERING STORM Kagé
assassins lurk within the Shogun's palace, plotting to end the new dynasty before it begins. A
waif from Kigen's gutters begins a friendship that could undo the entire empire. A new enemy
gathers its strength, readying to push the fracturing Shima imperium into a war it cannot hope
to survive. And across raging oceans, amongst islands of black glass, Yukiko and Buruu will
face foes no katana or talon can defeat. The ghosts of a blood-stained past.

Think Twice
From the bestselling co-author of the Illuminae Files comes the thrilling finale in the LIFEL1K3
trilogy--hailed by Marie Lu as "a breathless, action-packed exploration of what humanity really
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means." Best friends have become enemies. Lovers have become strangers. And deciding
whose side you're on could be the difference between life and death. For Eve and Lemon,
discovering the truth about themselves--and each other--was too much for their friendship to
take. But with the country on the brink of a new world war--this time between the BioMaas
swarm at CityHive and Daedalus's army at Megopolis, loyalties will be pushed to the brink,
unlikely alliances will form and with them, betrayals. But the threat doesn't stop there, because
the lifelikes are determined to access the program that will set every robot free, a task requiring
both Eve and Ana, the girl she was created to replace. In the end, violent clashes and
heartbreaking choices reveal the true heroes . . . and they may not be who you think they are.

Don't Go
For fans of Marie Lu comes the first book in an epic series that bends the sci-fi genre into a
new dimension. “A truly beautiful novel that redefines the form." —Victoria Aveyard, bestselling
author of Red Queen This morning, Kady thought breaking up with Ezra was the hardest thing
she’d have to do. This afternoon, her planet was invaded. The year is 2575, and two rival
megacorporations are at war over a planet that’s little more than a speck at the edge of the
universe. Now with enemy fire raining down on them, Kady and Ezra—who are barely even
talking to each other—are forced to evacuate with a hostile warship in hot pursuit. But their
problems are just getting started. A plague has broken out and is mutating with terrifying
results; the fleet’s AI may actually be their enemy; and nobody in charge will say what’s really
going on. As Kady hacks into a web of data to find the truth, it’s clear the only person who can
help her is the ex-boyfriend she swore she’d never speak to again. Told through a fascinating
dossier of hacked documents—including emails, maps, files, IMs, medical reports, interviews,
and more—Illuminae is the first book in a heart-stopping trilogy about lives interrupted, the
price of truth, and the courage of everyday heroes. “Prepare yourselves for Illuminae.”
—EW.com “[Y]ou’re not in for an ordinary novel experience. . . .” —Bustle.com “A truly
interactive experience. . . . A fantastically fun ride.” —MTV.com ★ “[O]ut-of-this-world
awesome.” —Kirkus Reviews, starred ★ “…stylistically mesmerizing.” —Publishers Weekly,
starred ★ “[A]n arresting visual experience.”—Booklist, starred ★ “[A] game-changer.” —Shelf
Awareness, starred “Brace yourself. You're about to be immersed in a mindscape that you'll
never want to leave.” —Marie Lu, bestselling author of the Legend trilogy "Genre: Undefinable.
Novel: Unforgettable." —Kami Garcia, bestselling coauthor of Beautiful Creatures & author of
Unbreakable “An exuberant mix of space opera, romance, zombies, hackers, and political
thrills.” —Scott Westerfeld, bestselling author of Zeroes and Uglies “Stunningly creative. Smart,
funny, and romantic.” —Veronica Rossi, bestselling author of Under the Never Sky “This is one
of those rare books that will truly keep your heart pounding.” —Beth Revis, bestselling author
of Across the Universe “This book is xxxxing awesome.” —Laini Taylor, bestselling author of
Daughter of Smoke and Bone From the Hardcover edition.

Vengeful
Prosper Redding is the only unexceptional member of his very successful family, that is, until
he discovers a demon living inside him. Turns out, Prosper's great-great-great-great-greatsomething grandfather made, and then broke - a contract with a malefactor, a demon who
exchanges fortune for eternal servitude. Now Alastor, the malefactor, has reawakened and is
intent on destroying the Redding fortune, unless they can kill him in the body he inhabits,
which, oh, wait, that's Prosper, and why is his grandmother coming at him with a silver blade?
In danger from both the demon trying to take over his soul and the family that would rather
protect their fortune than their own kin, Prosper narrowly escapes with the help of his long lost
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Uncle Barnabas and Barnabas's daughter, Nell, a witch in training. According to Barnabas and
Nell, they have only days to break the family curse and find a way to banish Alastor back to the
demon realm. Until then, Prosper has to deal with Alastor's vengeful mutterings inside his head
(not to mention his nasty habit of snacking on spiders). And, every night, Alastor's control over
his body grows stronger. . . As the deadline to the curse draws nearer, Prosper and Nell realize
there's more at stake than just the Redding family fortune. . . that there might be something
else out there, something worse than Alastor, that could destroy the balance between the
human and demon realms and change the world as they know it forever.

The Lost Princess
The genius and the sunshine girl. As children, we fought bitterly and often, bickering every
chance we got. But then we grew up. Then we came back. Delphine Dansey carries her heart
on the outside of her body; she’s looking for love and chasing dreams. She’s spoiled and
selfish, the kind of beautiful that’s made for money and fame. But somehow she’s ended up in
my keeping: a pretty submissive I can’t seem to resist, a lover who obsesses and tempts me. I
thought I’d locked my heart away a long time ago, along with all my other weaknesses. But
some doors won't stay closed, no matter how hard I fight to keep them shut. She unravels me,
just like our friends are unraveling, just like Thornchapel itself is unraveling. All year long,
we’ve been sowing lust and jealousy and pain, heedless of the consequences. But a harvest is
inevitable, and so now we must reap our sorrows. And our sighs. *Harvest of Sighs is Book
Three in the Thornchapel series.*

Dead Shot
The incredible conclusion to the Empirium Trilogy that started with the instant New York Times
bestsellers Furyborn and Kingsbane! This series is perfect for those looking for books for teen
girls and is also one of the best fantasy series for adults and teens! Two queens, separated by
a thousand years must face their ultimate destinies. Queen Rielle, pushed away from
everything she loves, turns to Corien and his promises of glory. Meanwhile, whispers from the
empirium slowly drive her mad, urging her to open the Gate. Separated from Audric and
Ludivine, she embraces the role of Blood Queen and her place by Corien's side, determined to
become the monster the world believes her to be. In the future, Eliana arrives in the Empire's
capital as a broken shell of herself. Betrayed and abandoned, she fights to keep her power at
bay—and away from Corien, who will stop at nothing to travel back in time to Rielle, even if
that means destroying her daughter. But when the mysterious Prophet reveals themselves at
last, everything changes, giving Rielle and Eliana a second chance for salvation—or the
destruction their world has been dreading. An epic fantasy with female protagonist, the
Empirium Trilogy has captured the hearts of many and Lightbringer concludes this beloved
teen fantasy series. Praise for Furyborn: A BuzzFeed Most Anticipated Title of Spring 2018 A
Goodreads Most Anticipated Title of Spring 2018 A Bustle Most Anticipated Title of Spring
2018 "A must-read." —Refinery29 "A series to watch." —Paste magazine "Visionary." —Bustle
magazine "One of the biggest new YA fantasies." —Entertainment Weekly "Empowering."
—BuzzFeed

Empire of the Vampire
"Before I met you, I thought Nightmares were creatures of pain and darkness. Why, then, are
you constantly seeking freedom and light?" Fortuna's entire life has changed. She has no idea
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how to balance her new responsibilities and who she used to be. There are hundreds of faeries
in her head, her brother seems to have lost touch with reality, and a werewolf won't leave her
side. Maybe the utter lack of control is why her abilities seem to be changing, as well. Then
there's Collith. Enigmatic, beautiful, and infuriating. Not only a king of the faeries she despises
so much, but also her mate. His gentle pursuit causes confusion in her normally unwavering
relationship with Oliver. As a result of it all, Fortuna now finds herself surrounded by new
enemies and ones from the past. The question isn't whether she is strong enough to make
change in such a corrupt court. It's whether she will survive long enough to do it.

Dev1at3 (Deviate)
Based on the design of traditional Japanese Kusudama ceremonial spheres, Origami
Ornaments offers step-by-step instructions on how to create colorful paper folding
decorations--from disco balls and unique cubes to lovely globe and lantern shapes--while
remaining true to origami purist standards. Featuring four basic model designs--base, joiner,
clip, and hinge--that can create limitless, unique ornaments, this orgiami book offers do-ityourself designs small enough to hang on a Christmas tree or large enough to hold aromatic
potpourri. As the ornaments rest they will open gently, like flowers, but still not come apart.
Additional instructions for incorporating strings and tassels, as well as suggestions for utilizing
different wrapping paper colors and patterns, will make these original ornaments dazzle.
Origami Ornaments is the perfect book for holiday crafters and origami enthusiasts alike.

Save Me
The Planet Thieves is the first thrilling installment of a new middle-grade series by Dan Krokos.
Two weeks ago, thirteen-year-old Mason Stark and seventeen of his fellow cadets from the
Academy for Earth Space Command boarded the SS Egypt. The trip was supposed to be a
short routine voyage to log their required spacetime for summer quarter. But routine goes out
the airlock when they're attacked by the Tremist, an alien race who have been at war with
humanity for the last sixty years. With the captain and crew dead, injured, or taken prisoner,
Mason and the cadets are all that's left to warn the ESC. And soon they find out exactly why
the Tremist chose this ship to attack: the Egypt is carrying a weapon that could change the war
forever. Now Mason will have to lead the cadets in a daring assault to take back the ship,
rescue the survivors, and recover the weapon. Before there isn't a war left to fight. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.

Darkdawn
White Stag, the first book in a brutally stunning series by Kara Barbieri, involves a young girl
who finds herself becoming more monster than human and must uncover dangerous truths
about who she is and the place that has become her home. A Wattpad break out star with over
a million reads! Now expanded, revised and available in print and eBook. As the last child in a
family of daughters, seventeen-year-old Janneke was raised to be the male heir. While her
sisters were becoming wives and mothers, she was taught to hunt, track, and fight. On the day
her village was burned to the ground, Janneke—as the only survivor—was taken captive by
the malicious Lydian and eventually sent to work for his nephew Soren. Janneke’s survival in
the court of merciless monsters has come at the cost of her connection to the human world.
And when the Goblin King’s death ignites an ancient hunt for the next king, Soren senses an
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opportunity for her to finally fully accept the ways of the brutal Permafrost. But every action he
takes to bring her deeper into his world only shows him that a little humanity isn’t
bad—especially when it comes to those you care about. Through every battle they survive,
Janneke’s loyalty to Soren deepens. After dangerous truths are revealed, Janneke must
choose between holding on or letting go of her last connections to a world she no longer
belongs to. She must make the right choice to save the only thing keeping both worlds from
crumbling.

Origami Ornaments
From the blockbuster New York Times bestselling author of Look Again comes a novel that
makes you question the nature of evil: is it born in us or is it bred? Bennie Rosato looks exactly
like her identical twin, Alice Connolly, but the darkness in Alice's soul makes them two very
different women. Or at least that's what Bennie believes, until she finds herself buried alive at
the hands of her twin. Meanwhile, Alice takes over Bennie's life, impersonating her at work and
even seducing her boyfriend in order to escape the deadly mess she has made of her own life.
But Alice underestimates Bennie and the evil she has unleashed in her twin's psyche, as well
as Bennie's determination to stay alive long enough to exact revenge. Bennie must face the
twisted truth that she is more like her sister Alice than she could have ever imagined, and by
the novel's shocking conclusion, Bennie finds herself engaged in a war she cannot win—with
herself.

Illuminae
Award-winning author Aliette de Bodard returns with Fireheart Tiger, a powerful romantic
fantasy that reads like The Goblin Emperor meets Howl's Moving Castle in a pre-colonial
Vietnamese-esque world Fire burns bright and has a long memory. Quiet, thoughtful princess
Thanh was sent away as a hostage to the powerful faraway country of Ephteria as a child. Now
she’s returned to her mother's imperial court, haunted not only by memories of her first
romance, but by worrying magical echoes of a fire that devastated Ephteria’s royal palace.
Thanh's new role as a diplomat places her once again in the path of her first love, the powerful
and magnetic Eldris of Ephteria, who knows exactly what she wants: romance from Thanh and
much more from Thanh’s home. Eldris won't take no for an answer, on either front. But the fire
that burned down one palace is tempting Thanh with the possibility of making her own
dangerous decisions. Can Thanh find the freedom to shape her country’s fate—and her own?
At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.

Gemina
The Bard's Blade is the start of the new Sorcerer's Song fantasy adventure series from Brian
D. Anderson, bestselling author of The Godling Chronicles and Dragonvein. Mariyah enjoys a
simple life in Vylari, a land magically sealed off from the outside world, where fear and hatred
are all but unknown. There she's a renowned wine maker and her betrothed, Lem, is a
musician of rare talent. Their destiny has never been in question. Whatever life brings, they will
face it together. Then a stranger crosses the wards into Vylari for the first time in centuries,
bringing a dark prophecy that forces Lem and Mariyah down separate paths. How far will they
have to go to stop a rising darkness and save their home? And how much of themselves will
they have to give up along the way? At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
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Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Harvest of Sighs
Fireheart Tiger
When the Sphinx is blown up by terrorists who also launch attacks on an Iranian soccer team
and a vessel in the Red Sea, Kyle Swanson and his Trident team uncover an extremist plot to
provoke war between Egypt and Iran to upset the balance of international power.

The Last Stormdancer
Book two in the New York Times bestselling series called "Beautiful, brutal, heart-stopping, and
epic" (Laini Taylor)! Two queens, separated by thousands of years, connected by secrets and
lies, must continue their fight amid deadly plots and unthinkable betrayals that will test their
strength—and their hearts. Rielle Dardenne has been anointed Sun Queen, but her trials are
far from over. The Gate keeping the angels at bay is falling. To repair it, Rielle must collect the
seven hidden castings of the saints. Meanwhile, to help her prince and love Audric protect
Celdaria, Rielle must spy on the angel Corien—but his promises of freedom and power may
prove too tempting to resist. Centuries later, Eliana Ferracora grapples with her new reality:
She is the Sun Queen, humanity's long-awaited savior. But fear of corruption—fear of
becoming another Rielle—keeps Eliana's power dangerous and unpredictable. Hunted by all,
racing against time to save her dying friend Navi, Eliana must decide how to wear a crown she
never wanted—by embracing her mother's power, or rejecting it forever. Praise for Furyborn: A
BuzzFeed Most Anticipated Title of Spring 2018 A Goodreads Most Anticipated Title of Spring
2018 A Bustle Most Anticipated Title of Spring 2018 "A must-read." —Refinery29 "A series to
watch." —Paste magazine "Visionary." —Bustle magazine "One of the biggest new YA
fantasies." —Entertainment Weekly "Empowering." —BuzzFeed

The Bard's Blade
From holy cup comes holy light; The faithful hands sets world aright. And in the Seven Martyrs’
sight, Mere man shall end this endless night. It has been twenty-seven long years since the
last sunrise. For nearly three decades, vampires have waged war against humanity; building
their eternal empire even as they tear down our own. Now, only a few tiny sparks of light
endure in a sea of darkness. Gabriel de León is a silversaint: a member of a holy brotherhood
dedicated to defending realm and church from the creatures of the night. But even the Silver
Order couldn’t stem the tide once daylight failed us, and now, only Gabriel remains. Imprisoned
by the very monsters he vowed to destroy, the last silversaint is forced to tell his story. A story
of legendary battles and forbidden love, of faith lost and friendships won, of the Wars of the
Blood and the Forever King and the quest for humanity’s last remaining hope: The Holy Grail.

The Dragon Republic
From the coauthor of the New York Times bestselling Illuminae Files comes the first book in a
new series that's part Romeo and Juliet, part Terminator, and all adrenaline. On an island
junkyard beneath a sky that glows with radiation, a deadly secret lies buried in the scrap.
Seventeen-year-old Eve isn't looking for trouble--she's too busy looking over her shoulder. The
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robot gladiator she spent months building has been reduced to a smoking wreck, she's on the
local gangster's wanted list, and the only thing keeping her grandpa alive is the money she just
lost to the bookies. Worst of all, she's discovered she can somehow destroy machines with the
power of her mind, and a bunch of puritanical fanatics are building a coffin her size because of
it. If she's ever had a worse day, Eve can't remember it. The problem is, Eve has had a worse
day--one that lingers in her nightmares and the cybernetic implant where her memories used to
be. Her discovery of a handsome android named Ezekiel--called a "Lifelike" because they
resemble humans--will bring her world crashing down and make her question whether her
entire life is a lie. With her best friend Lemon Fresh and her robotic sidekick Cricket in tow, Eve
will trek across deserts of glass, battle unkillable bots, and infiltrate towering megacities to
save the ones she lovesand learn the truth about the bloody secrets of her past.

Nemesis
Fleeing home from his military service in Afghanistan when his wife dies in an apparent freak
household accident, Dr. Mike Scanlon struggles with the tragedy, his inability to bond with his
new baby daughter and a downsizing in his medical practice only to discover a shocking secret
that changes his understanding of everything. By the Edgar Award-winning author of Come
Home. 300,000 first printing.
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